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Szarka Financial Hosts Program to Discuss Impact of the Government
Deficit & Spending Policies on Investors
Tuesday, August 19, 2009

Northeast Ohio – Although most everyone now has an understanding of what caused the market and
economic downturn, many are left wondering how the government spending programs might impact them
financially moving forward.
To help provide an objective look at the long-term effects of increased government spending, tax policy
trends and potential changes to our healthcare system, Szarka Financial Management will be hosting a
presentation on Wednesday evening, August 26th, “Navigating Through the Impending Economic
Tsunami”.
“We feel it is important to provide comprehensive information about these topics in a non-partisan manner,
so that people can make good decisions, as the effects of the stimulus and health care reform spending
become more prevalent”, states Les Szarka, CEO of Szarka Financial Management.
The presentation will be held on Wednesday, August 26th from 7:00 pm – 9:00 pm at the Rocky River
Memorial Hall 21016 Hilliard Blvd in Rocky River. There is no cost to attend, but seating is limited as we
have over 130 people currently scheduled to attend.
For more information on Szarka Financial Management, please visit www.szarkafinancial.com.
Szarka Financial Management (SFM) has provided comprehensive, cutting-edge financial services since 1982 to
clients nearing and in retirement. One of the premier financial planning firms in Northeast Ohio, SFM offers
educational programs endorsed by the Employers Resource Council (ERC) and applies industry best practices to
areas such as investment, retirement, estate, tax, 401(k) plans and insurance planning. We are a registered
representative offering securities through FSC Securities Corporation.
Securities and investment advisory services offered through FSC Securities Corporation, member FINRA/SIPC and SEC registered investment advisor. Szarka
Financial Management is not affiliated with FSC or registered as a broker-dealer or investment advisor. Investors should be aware that there are risks inherent
in all investments, such as fluctuations in investment principal. With any investment vehicle, past performance is not a guarantee of future results.
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